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Aleksandr Rodchenko. Osip Brik. 1924.
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Selected Criticism, 1915–1929

OSIP BRIK

“The Democratization of Art”
A state of bewilderment among our art workers is now evident. Why have
they taken to forming organizations such as “Freedom for Art,” “Art for the
People,” “Unions of Art Workers” and linking them to the revolution? Why this
talk of art’s democratization, of its autonomy and separation from the state, etc.?
What have democracy and art in common? Or art and revolution? This bewilderment points to a complete lack of understanding of art, democracy, and above all,
the meaning of the Russian Revolution.
Had the meaning of this revolution been limited to politics, to the
establishment of a state system, then art would not have mattered, and art workers would not have had to raise issues whose resolution depends on neither a
monarchical nor a republican Russia. However, the essence of the Russian
Revolution and its creative effect are not limited to the construction of the
state. Its project is the formulation and solution of problems of social and cultural life and in the establishment, through its new approach, of its worldwide
significance. This is neither the last in the series of national upheavals, nor the
first of the series still to come. The great French Revolution gave humanity a
new culture, that of the liberal bourgeoisie. The great Russian Revolution is also
intended to lay the foundations of a new culture, that of future democracy.
It’s therefore not surprising that workers in the arts—the greatest branch
of our culture—felt they could not just stand by, but wanted to offer their energy
to the radical reconstruction of life whose development they were witnessing. And
if some art workers insist that this is no concern of theirs, they’re hopeless individualists for whom nobody else matters, or fools with no comprehension of the
immense scale of events.
What is the relationship between democracy and art? What questions
about art are to be asked and answered during the construction of democracy?
What is meant by the democratization of art?
A correct answer, free of premature conclusions, requires our understanding
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that the word “art” is a combination of two wholly different concepts: art as personal
creativity and art as socio-cultural phenomenon. Confusion of these two ideas generates a widespread conviction that democracy in art is simply art in the People’s service, that a painter, poet, or musician must create for them. And objectors to this
view are correct in that a true artist creates solely for himself and for those who have
need of him, and that creativity is possible only on this condition. They’re mistaken,
however, if they think this objection eliminates the very possibility of applying democratic principles to art.
Of course art should be free. We know that true democracy has never
encroached upon this freedom. Democracy has always and in all forms of cultural
life advocated spiritual freedom and self-determination. If democracy wishes to
remain faithful to its basic principles, it cannot, on the one hand defend the freedom of religious and scientific work, and on the other, violate the freedom of
artistic work.
As stated earlier, all misunderstanding is based on the confusion between
two concepts within the term “art.” We cannot apply democratic principles to personal creativity. In no case does democratization mean the education and, even less,
the forcing of an individual to follow a given path. However, the idea of art is not limited to the demands of individuality. Freely formed poets, painters, and musicians
who offer the fruits of their creativity enter into a complex relationship among themselves and with society, thereby creating art as a socio-cultural phenomenon.
Democracy is then faced with an entire range of tasks to be performed.
Unfortunately, until now art workers have shown hardly any interest in
questions of artistic life, and they allowed them to be played out with no interference. Democracy is thus only now preparing to raise questions and formulate
problems. The art workers’ societies and unions that arose immediately after the
revolution can help significantly in this respect. They must prepare documentary
material and work out practical measures for the fundamental transformation of
artistic life.
Democratic art’s main problem now is that of so-called folk creation.
We’re so accustomed to dividing art into “real” and “folk” that even raising this
question may seem strange. However, it’s far stranger that poems, symphonies,
and paintings in museums are respected as art, while chastushkas and luboks are
considered mere daily doings. The former are evaluated as works of art, the latter
as ethnographic material. Ballet is art, but trepak is ethnography.1
Anyone in search of an explanation of this strange phenomenon through
formal analysis discovers all such efforts to have been in vain. However, once we
begin to think about the social aspect of this phenomenon, everything becomes
clear. Real art is that of the privileged class as distinct from that of the people, those
without privilege. In this, as in all other spheres of cultural life, the privileged insist
1.
Chastushkas are short folk songs, usually humorous in nature; luboks are brightly colored folk
prints and drawings; trepak is a Russian folk dance.
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that their tastes, their outlook, and their interests are absolute; their culture is the
true, genuine one. All others are mere facts of life that should be noted, but as
occurrences of a completely different order. It must be said that the art world has
recently shown considerable interest in folk art and in related questions of the
People’s aesthetic education. However, this was precisely the area of confusion,
now revealed, and which invariably accompanies unprincipled initiatives of the
People’s Friends.
One group of artists treated the products of folk art with frank contempt, regarding them as indicators of the low level of the People’s development, the inadequacy of their cultural level. Folk art was discussed in terms of
children’s art or that of savages, still to be raised to the level of true culture.
Here was the source of the only vital task—to raise popular aesthetic taste. A
whole range of measures was adopted to reach this goal, the propagation of genuine art among the people: the number of art schools was increased; instruction
in drawing and other artistic skills was introduced in schools of general education; samples were produced for craftsmen; plays were staged for the people,
etc. All these initiatives, which at first glance appeared highly democratic, were
reduced, however, to one thing: the People’s repudiation of their artistic taste,
their aesthetic norms, and the unequivocal acceptance as true art of that which
is merely the art of a particular social group.
As usual, however, forced conversion to “one’s own faith” had regrettable
results. Instead of art we had various sorts of pitiful falsifications bombastically
called “art for the people” or, more precisely, “art for the unprivileged.” Art workers condescendingly manufactured samples of “genuine” art that were accessible
and easily understood; and the People, in their longing for healthy, nourishing,
even uncultured, food, automatically swallowed this watery aesthetic pap.
A second group of art workers, unlike the first, looked upon folk art
with a kind of unhealthy rapture. Satiated with cultivated food, they pounced
avidly on the people’s “lack of culture,” hoping to stir up their dormant aesthetic appetite. As it turns out, the spirit of folk art is really the basis of true art, only
its spirit—of course—providing its general direction. Its form is actually imperfect; people must be taught to make art, while its spirit must remain untouched.
And this does not suffice: the people must be shielded from all sorts of outside
influences, from the pernicious influence of contemporaneity. It would even be
preferable to move them two or three centuries back, to a past with its originality wholly undisturbed. The zeal of the People’s Friends sometimes meant the
near prohibition of art imported from abroad, and as to Russian art, only
ancient work would be allowed. At the same time, artists started to assiduously
make works that looked like folk art, treating folk “motifs” according to the
rules of “genuine” art—which strongly suited the taste of satiated aesthetes—
most of them foreigners.
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It’s plain to see that the groups had similar attitudes, for they infantilized
the people. They differed only in that the first sought to assist in development
towards adulthood, while the second, captivated by popular naïveté, did everything to intensify and prolong this infantilism for the public’s satisfaction.
Naturally, all this was done for the good of the People. The People continued,
however, to follow their own artistic path; they created their own art with no
regard for the thoughts of their esteemed patrons and educators, and it had nothing to do with “art for the people” or “imitation of popular art.”
It could not have been otherwise, of course. It’s impossible to do anything
for the People: what is to be done must be done by the People themselves. And
cultured populism is nothing but a nobleman’s fancy, which never does any good
for the People. Griboedov was right when he said: “More than any sorrow/Let
lordly wrath and lordly love/Pass us by.”2
The People can develop awareness of their cultural needs without outside
help and will find ways to satisfy them. The purpose of democracy lies in popular
representation through their most fully conscious members.
Democracy can have no division of art into “true” and “folk.” All art workers are equal, no matter whose aesthetic taste they satisfy. While insisting on the
abrogation of any and all protective and educational means in art, democracy
must demand full rights in the realm of the arts. Democracy must insist on acceptance of its painters, poets, and musicians as equals within the family of artists,
and the People’s art must not be considered of ethnographic interest only, but as
art, no less real than that of the ruling class.
“But what would happen to art?,” those in power would exclaim. “It would
perish under the pressure of the ignorant mass!” But, we may ask, who gave those
eminent academics the monopoly of judgment on what’s good or bad for art?
Weren’t they the same monarchs who said, “The state—that’s myself,” and who
were then overthrown by the revitalized masses? You’d have a hard time, I think,
finding a different pedigree for that supremacy. Democracy can consequently
ignore the clamor of their threats.
However, we ought not to minimize the difficulties facing democracy in
the implementation of its artistic program. All official artistic institutions (academies, museums, state theaters), all artistic education, and an overwhelming
majority of commercial artistic enterprises are in the hands of the privileged.
Difficulties are exacerbated, for within the ranks of democracy, there’s no clear
understanding of the tasks facing democratic art; many initiatives of democratic
institutions are thus converted into anti-democratic ones. A recent example is
our ministry of agriculture’s organization of a division that includes an art council, which included artists known for their imitations of folk art. They are to
supervise the artistic development of craftsmen and the production of samples
2.
Quoted from Aleksandr Griboedov’s comedy Woe from Wit (1823), which ridicules “high society” of provincial Russia.
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for the cottage industry.3 The distance between these measures and the democratic program is clear from our preceding observations.
We must start to work out all questions of artistic life and trace out a path
to their resolution in accordance with democratic principles. Such is the People’s
demand of those responsible for the culture of the future.
Letopis’ 7–8 ( July–August 1917), pp. 298–302
“My Position”
An acquaintance has informed me of my appointment to the Bolshevik
list as a member of the new City Duma. It was a complete surprise: no one asked
my consent nor did I give it to anyone.
I am not a politician, I belong to no party—I am a cultural worker; therefore I don’t know if the Bolsheviks’ politics are good. The arresting of those who
think differently from them, for violations of speech and of the press—these and
other manifest at ions of physical force are not character ist ics exclusive to
Bolsheviks. Their behavior is the same as that of any power—in autocratic Russia,
monarchic England, or in democratic France. Such was the way of the Cadets
after July 3rd and 4th, and Kerensky’s intentional action on the eve of October.4
However, the Bolsheviks’ cultural program is impossible. I was convinced
of this on attending the conference of Prolet ar ian Cultural-Educat ional
Organizations. If they’re allowed to operate freely in this area, the results will have
nothing to do with culture. This is why I consider any sabotage, any refusal of
active cultural work a crime committed against culture and the People. Only a
philistine finds honor in waiting to see everything fall into place. Only the hopelessly retrograde can insist that the victory of the counterrevolution will result in
the triumph of culture. The true path lies only in firm adherence to one’s cultural
convictions; one must propagate them wherever culture is in danger, defending it
with courage against all vandalism, including that of the Bolsheviks.
Given the thoughts outlined above, I shall not refuse my unexpected
appointment. I want also to state that I do not belong to the Bolshevik party, that I
am not subject to any party discipline, and that I shall not take part in any political
3.
“Cottage industry” is the closest translation of the phrase kustarnaia promyshlennost’ in
Russian, which refers to a form of production wherein the goods are made by a private producer but
sold on the market rather than to private customers. The production method is private, but distribution is oriented toward the mass market, which distinguishes cottage industry from craft-making.
4.
“Cadets” is the acronym for the party of Constitutional Democrats, formed in October 1905.
It was a liberal party, having as the cornerstone of its policy universal suffrage, freedom of religion, and
national self-determination. Brik refers to the so-called July Crisis of the Provisional Government, initiated by Cadets on July 3, 1917. By threatening to split up the coalition government headed by Prime
Minister Aleksandr Fedorovich Kerensky (1881–1970), the Cadets succeeded in forcing the other factions in the coalition—Social Revolutionaries and Mensheviks—to suppress popular uprisings calling
for the transfer of all power to the Soviets. On the eve of October 25 (immediately after the onslaught
of the Bolshevik coup), Kerensky was waiting for government troops to quell the insurrection. Because
the troops never arrived, he departed for the Northern Front to get them.
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demonstrations. Their cultural program as expressed in the activity of the Central
Committee of Proletarian Cultural-Educational Organizations is absolutely unacceptable to me; I consider it my duty to energetically oppose this program in particular.
If my position does not suit the Bolsheviks, I ask that my name be deleted
from the list (of the elected).
Novaia zhizn’ (December 5 [18], 1917), p. 4
“Autonomous Art”
In presenting his program of culture and education at the Third Congress of
Workers, Soldiers, and Peoples’ Deputies, A.V. Lunacharsky underscored that from
then on there should be no state art; that the people themselves would determine its
needs. It is with complete confidence that we maintain that all avant-garde art workers will greet this announcement with deep satisfaction, viewing it as the only correct
plan for the state’s building of a democratic art, one in which the powers-that-be
must organize and assist, not command and dictate. But one can with equal confidence predict that this freedom will provoke unanimous protest from art’s venerable
commanders, who see themselves as the only rightful spokespersons for “genuine”
art. They are going to reject, with indignation, the right to display creative work without approval or encouragement from any intermediate artistic organization. We’ll
hear again the tired phrases on the death of art, on the ill-mannered ignoramuses
and laymen, the high artistic and educational importance of government-sponsored
art, etc. Of course, no one openly dares propose the preservation of the pre-revolutionary system of state patronage and surveillance of art: this would be politically
incorrect and hopeless in practice. However, the elasticity of human language, which,
as we know, was created not for revealing but for concealing thought, has presented
to art’s higher guardians that pretentious term “autonomy,” in strict conformity with
the spirit of the times. It may be impossible to retain hold on the entire state apparatus or to legitimize the existence of a ministry of the arts, but each particular art organization can be allowed to remain at the disposal of art’s true representatives. Such is
the hidden meaning of all the academic, theatrical, and other autonomies: the handing over of the national patrimony to a fortuitously formed group of individuals united only by their place of work.
I should like to think that the Commissariat of Enlightenment will not
be deluded by the deceptive notion of “autonomy,” but will reveal its pseudodemocratic meaning as applied to art and draw the appropriate conclusion.
Vecherniaia zvezda ( January 22, 1918), p. 2
“A Preserved God”
Many gods are cast down by the proletariat; many sacred objects are
dethroned. But one god is preserved; one temple is out of bounds for the victorious proletariat. That god is beauty; that temple is art.
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The longer we listen to what representatives of the proletariat are saying
in their orations and meetings, both in speech and in print, the greater our perplexity as to the source of the unexpected timidity, the incomprehensible trembling in the presence of a sacred object. It’s strange to see a ruthless terrorist
ready to put to death hundreds of soldiers of the White Army, hostages for the triumph of communism, and capable of wiping entire cities and villages off the face
of the earth, it is strange to see this same cruel, pitiless revolutionary ardently
defending Pushkin, Raphael, Michelangelo, and other artistic “holy fathers” from
the blasphemy of Futurists.
We all know that no one is going to destroy Pushkin’s works or burn
Raphael’s paintings or smash Michelangelo’s statues. Everyone well understands
that we’re talking about the aura of sacredness surrounding these infallible popes
of the aesthetic church. We’re not surprised when the bourgeoisie and their intelligentsia, stinking of ideological incense, are prepared to tear limb from limb anyone who dares to approach with disrespect the iconostasis sanctified by the traditions of centuries. It is strange, however, to see the proletariat assume the posture
of an indignant priest.
“We must spit daily on the altar of art,” said Marinetti. He was right.
There’s too much idolatry in our approach to art and not enough sober criticism.
No one denies the importance of historical monuments or argues against
the enormous cultural value of museum collections. But to think that they could
satisfy our thirst for creativity and that contemplation of past grandeur can
replace our will for the splendor of the future is absurd.
What is to be found in an old painting if not an artist’s spasmodic
attempt at the destruction of insurmountable obstacles to his dream?
To admire an old painting means projecting one’s sensibility onto a
funerary urn rather than propelling it forward with the firm thrust of
active creativity. Do you really want to waste your energy in futile admiration of the past, from which one always emerges reduced, with
increased fatigue, subdued?
Actually, for an artist, the daily visit to the museum, the library, and the
academy (those cemeteries of wasted effort, those Golgothas of crucified dreams, those registers of checked impulses) are the equivalents of
prolonged parental care for bright young people drunk with their own
talent, ambition, and desire. This may be acceptable for dying invalids
or prisoners. This miraculous past may be balm for their wounds, since
they are barred from the present. We, however, don’t want any of it—
we, the strong, young, alive futurists. (Marinetti).
Isn’t this the battle cry of all constructors of the future? And those
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attempting to array the proletariat in the dead beauty of the past rather than
the new, aren’t they the object of Marx’s remark?
“The traditions of all bygone generations weigh terribly upon the heads
of the living. It is precisely at times of revolutionary crisis—when these traditions
are apparently engaged in radical change, in the creation of something new,
unforeseen—that they sheepishly appeal for help from the spirits of the past.
They borrow their names, their slogans for their struggle, even their dress.
Sanctified by the (passing of) centuries, they enter, thus attired and with a borrowed language, upon a new episode in world history.”5
Let’s have a little less of the sacred, Comrades, a little less priestly window
dressing and a little more revolutionary consciousness and revolutionary creativity!
Iskusstvo Kommuny (December 29, 1918), p. 2
“Our Agenda”
The problem of artistic production has been placed on our agenda. We
must outline its principal conditions and immediate tasks.
The bourgeoisie knew of two kinds of art: pure and applied. Pure art created spiritual treasures: temples, palaces, statues, and paintings. Applied art decorated material objects (houses, furniture, clothes, cups, cigarette cases). Pure art
was considered the highest type of art; applied art, the lowest. When the bourgeoisie spoke of artistic production, they meant the commercial side of business.
Merchants noticed that an “object of beauty” commanded a higher price; therefore they stood for artistic “production.” Creativity and culture were not even
mentioned. Creativity and culture were the monopoly of pure art.
The bourgeoisie despised the labor of production; therefore they thought
of workers and artists working in production as people of lower culture. Do you
think the exploiter could ever compare himself to the exploited?
Our opinion on this matter is different.
We know that so-called pure artistry is, like anything else, professionally
oriented. We don’t understand why someone who makes paintings is spiritually
more elevated than one who makes fabric. We think that one’s spiritual height is
determined not by the type of work he does but by the degree of his creative talent.
We know hundreds of painters who fabricate paintings mechanically, following a
pre-established pattern. We also know of the weaver Jacquard, the brilliant inventor
of the loom [for the weaving of figured fabrics].
We declare that architects, sculptors, and painters are workers of the
same kind as engineers, metal workers, textile workers, wood workers, etc., and
that there is no basis for the designation of their labor as creative in contrast with
other noncreative sorts.

5.

Brik took this quotation from Marx’s 1852 pamphlet The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte.
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The bourgeoisie divided all people into creators and creatures, according
to occupation. We don’t do this.
By artistic production the bourgeoisie meant the decoration of things.
Decoration raised the price. We’re not interested in price. Therefore we have no
need of all these useless curlicues and trinkets, attached by the wretched applied
arts to household articles (cigarette cases with Vasnetsov’s “three bogatyrs,”6 inkpots in the shape of elephants, ashtrays as nude women, plates with portraits of
great men or Italian landscapes, etc.) By artistic production we mean simply the
conscious, creative attitude to the process of production. We want each worker to
know why he renders an object in a particular form and a particular color. We
want the worker to cease being an executor of some plan unknown to him. He
must become a conscious, active participant in the creative process of making the
object. We’ll not need artist-decorators then. Artistic merit will become part and
parcel of making the object.
For the bourgeoisie this point of view was unthinkable. They thought that
only an individual could create, that creation by a collective was absurd. The possibility of any artistic or creative achievement was excluded from factory and plant. Only
an artist working with brush and chisel, or perhaps an artisan working manually,
could lay claim to the status of a creator; the collective of workers in a factory or a
plant—never.
We know this is not the case. We know that the creative force of a collective
is incalculably greater than that of single individuals. We know that until now the
view that only individuals and not collectives were creative can be explained by the
fact that the creative forces of a collective were liberated from the power of exploitative individuals only through the victory of the Communist Revolution. For us, factories and plants are tools of the collective’s creativity, and from them we expect miracles incommensurable with the tricks of individual handicraftsmen.
These are our basic theses. Our most urgent task is that of propaganda.
We should prove to the workers that production labor is the greatest of cultural
forces and help them to master creativity. We must show artists that the production process is the inexhaustible source of creativity and convince them to direct
all of their creative energy there. We must open everyone’s eyes to the fact that
the value of the object lies not in its beauty and decoration but in the extent to
which its making is a conscious act.
This is an enormous task. However the Revolution has placed it on the
agenda and demands that it be fulfilled.
Iskusstvo v proizvodstve (1921), pp. 7–8

6.
Brik refers to a popular painting by Viktor Vasnetsov, Bogatyrs (1898; sometimes referred to
as “Three Bogatyrs”). It depicts three Russian knights in helmets and on horseback standing guard in
the steppes and gazing into the distance as if trying to discern the country’s unseen enemies.
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“The Constructivist School”
From the very first days of its reorganization, VKhUTEMAS, the advanced
artistic-technical workshops (formerly the Stroganov School), became the center
of the artistic current Constructivism. By Constructivism we must understand a
movement that does not consider art’s task to be the fashioning of sculptured
busts or groups, of trinkets or paintings, of the picturesque, but the application of
the entire accumulation of artistic mastery for the making of things for everyday
life, that is, useful objects.
Constructivist artists have stopped working for museums and toward exhibitions and for the satisfaction of “aesthetes’” desires. They have decided to fill
only production orders: covers ( jackets) for publications, posters, models of furniture, projects for kiosks; they make signs, inscriptions, tokens; they paint automobiles, trains, airplanes, etc.
Constructivism is not to be confused with applied art because there’s a world
of difference between them. Makers of applied art decorate something that’s already
made. Constructivists make this thing, rejecting all decoration. Constructivists
believe that an object that’s well made and without decoration has value.
But what is a well-made object? It is one that best fulfills its purpose. A general recipe for a good object is impossible; everything depends on a concrete order
and the conditions of production. The Constructivist’s task is to take all these
orders and conditions into account and to find the right solution. The metalwork
department at VKhUTEMAS headed by Rodchenko, one of the most famous
Constructivist artists, has already begun to put ideological commands into practice.
For his students, Rodchenko sets tasks that look strange from the point of
view of the old artistic pedagogy: a “folding bed,” a “chair-bed,” an “extendable
table,” a “movable kiosk,” etc. And old art teachers disdainfully say this is not art,
but craft, that work of this kind suits a trade school, but not an art school.
Constructivists are not, however, intimidated by remarks of this kind. And
to them the labeling of what they do—whether art or craft—is not important.
What’s important is that they are doing what’s needed now; they are preparing
work in factories, plants, in the very thick of production.
Of course, these student works aren’t perfect and haven’t the finish of
well-made objects. These are first attempts, tests, but these attempts are momentous demonstrations that art has emerged from the narrow limits of tasks set by
the easel and by portraiture and is slowly but surely making its way into production, where the material culture of the future will be created.
Ogonek 20 (1923), p. 6
“Production Work”
The pull toward production is growing stronger and stronger. Young
artists have become convinced that production offers the only environment for
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creativity. They’re convinced that easelism7 narrows one’s creative path: that the
artistic “thing in itself” has no value, neither aesthetic nor social. Unfortunately,
our production is far from ready to accept this influx of creative forces. It is still
very weak. Quantity still has priority over quality. In some areas, however, we are
beginning to gain ground.
We want to draw your attention to an article by Professor Viktorov in
Pravda. He calls upon artists to join the textile industry. We expect that people
working in other sectors of production will answer his call. The fate of our proletarian culture depends on the success of our economy. For the time being, young
production artists are trying to work where they can.
Lef 4 (1924), p. 59
“Photomontage”
Long ago, when the photographic camera was not yet invented, people
and things were drawn, not photographed. They were not drawn with precision,
but “by sight.” The work was difficult, slow, expensive. Now, since the invention of
photography, it would seem that there’s no reason to prefer primitive drawing “by
hand” and “by sight” to the precision of the mechanical photograph.
However, reasons abound. And they are, in the opinion of many, very substantial reasons—artistic ones. The following argument is advanced: “The photographic camera is a dead, lifeless organism; it mimics reality blindly. A drawing is a
completely different matter; it is alive, it reflects reality, it changes the appearance
of this reality.”
This is absolutely correct. A drawing changes the appearance of reality:
that is, drawn reality, doesn’t look, so to speak, like itself. However, we must ask
ourselves if this is a virtue or a defect. Of course, it’s a defect in all cases for which
we need a precise representation of facts—as, for example, in a portrait.
A painter renders reality in his own way. And this is precisely what we do
not need. The task of a portrait is to represent the fact itself, not to alter it artistically. We are absolutely not interested in knowing how the fact was “refracted
through the prism of the artist’s soul”—be it Ivanov’s, Petrov’s, or Sidorov’s.8 Even
if the “refracted” fact is more interesting, nobler, more artistic, we need reality as
it is. We need a document, not an artistic image.
There was a time when it was considered improper to render life in all
its misery, when its “ennobling” representation was demanded. Those times are
long gone. Now we know that a real fact is a thousand times more meaningful
than an artistic invention. We need facts in order to know life, to study it, to
change it. And for this, the artist is not our helper, but a hinderer. Now we need
7.
Brik uses the term stankovism, literally “easel painting” in the original text.
8.
Ivanov, Petrov, Sidorov are common last names in Russian. In English, the equivalent would
be Smith or Jones.
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photography, precise and artless. For this we cannot substitute drawing.
That’s why all attempts to cultivate genre and portrait painting are meaningless. They cannot measure up to photography’s competition, to its precision
and low cost. It’s time to shed the filth of habitual aestheticism that regards the
photograph as base, as against the “noble drawing by hand.” Although the camera
does lack soul, photography is done not by a camera, but by a person with soul,
reason, and understanding. This is forgotten. The photographer’s work is not
mechanical, but creative. “What” and “how” to photograph are perfectly serious
questions and it takes a great deal of understanding to make photographs that are
truly necessary and of value. And it’s not from “art” photographers, but from the
talented photo-correspondents of newspapers or magazines, that we should learn
about these matters.
An “art” photographer spoils a photograph; he wants it to look like a
painting. And this is precisely what we do not need. It spoils everything. If the
photograph resembles a painting, this means that it doesn’t look like the photographed fact. Fidelity of transmission is thus sacrificed to “aesthetic form.” The
photograph is thus totally deprived of its value; to “refract” the fact “through a
prism”; to distort, to ennoble, etc. is to do precisely the opposite of what we expect
from photography. The photograph’s merit is determined not by its “artistry” or
its resemblance to a painting but by completely different qualities.
A photograph is good if it represents a significant fact in such a way that
its significance is prominently and emphatically exposed. To photograph trifles,
even very artistically, is a waste of effort. To photograph a significant fact in such a
way that its significance is evident, not from the photograph itself but from the
inscription below, is futile. The picture should speak for itself without superfluous
words and embellishments. Only then will it realize its task: to serve as an indispensable document of everyday life.
Lef artists, artist-productivists, those artists who have quit painting little
pictures correctly assessed the enormous significance of photography and they
created a new art—that of photomontage. A photograph provides us with a fact.
Photomontage combines these facts to influence the spectator in a certain way
(for example, an agit-poster). Suppose we are given a subject: “Help the prisoners
of Capital!” We’re talking about revolutionary workers thrown into prisons of the
bourgeoisie. It is possible, of course, to paint this poster using our imagination.
But it can also be done with photomontage. We choose suitable pictures and combine them in such a way that the effect will be far greater than that of a painted
poster. Why? Because photomontage does not imagine things, does not make
them up, but provides us with real facts. And facts, in this case, are much more
forceful than even the most fervent imagination.
In Berlin, communists put up posters calling for help for workers’ starving
children. The poster carried a representation of an exhausted woman-worker
holding an emaciated child. Next to this was a photograph of an enormous and
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lavishly decorated bed on which, sinking into pillows and blankets, lay a chubby
pink baby. Under the photograph, there was a title: “The youngest son of
Bleichroeder, the banker.” The poster produced such an overwhelming impression that the police determined it had to be torn down and destroyed. Of
course, no drawing could produce such an effect. Here were a fact and a document in action. The chubby baby is not invented or imagined. He exists, and he
has a name.
Photomontage very quickly became popular. Book jackets, illustrations,
posters, even caricatures began to be made by the photographic method. And, of
course, as in any new undertaking, many hacks appeared, speculating on this novelty without understanding its nature. But that’s inevitable.
The masters of photomontage are Rodchenko and Lavinsky. Their works
for VTsSPS, for Mossel’prom, for Gosizdat, for Glavtsvetlit [sic], and others may
serve as examples.9 Their photomontages are also, of course, very far from perfect. What kind of perfection can something in its initial stages possess? But they
can teach the basic principles of photography, of its economic and effective use,
with no excessive emphasis.
Photomontage is destined for a brilliant future in replacing representation “by sight,” “by hand,” “by imagination.” Our level of consciousness demands
facts and combinations of facts. Photography and photomontage provide them.
Drawing or painting cannot.
Drawing and painting were once the only ways to convey facts. Those
times are gone and will not return. The “resurrectors” of easel painting and of
drawing by hand should bear this in mind.
Zaria Vostoka 683 (September 21, 1924), p. 4.
“The Breakdown of VKhUTEMAS:
Report on the Condition of the
Higher Artistic-Technical Workshops”
The ideological and organizational breakdown of VKhUTEMAS is a fact
that has already taken place. The only Higher State Artistic School in Soviet
Russia ekes out a miserable existence, disconnected from the ideological and practical tasks of today and of future proletarian culture.
The production departments are empty. Technical equipment is being sold
or rented. People are leaving. But to make up for this, various individual studios of
painting and sculpture are being opened by second- and third-rank easel artists.
9.
VTsSPS (1918–1986) stands for the All-Union Central Soviet of Professional Unions, an organization overseeing all trade unions in Soviet Russia; Mossel’prom (1922–1937) was a trust uniting a
variety of food-producing industries, such as flour mills, chocolate factories, beer, and cigarette factories; Gosizdat (1919–1930) was the State Publishing House of the Russian Federation, the largest publishing company in Soviet Russia organized under Narkompros; the word “Glavtsvetlit ” is probably a
misspelling of Glavlit (1922–1991), the Central Directorate on Literature and Publishing, the organ of
censorship that monitored the ideological content of literary production.
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The graphics department, one of the most important in the production
sector, is singled out and absorbed by the sector of “pure” art, while mainly
emphasizing its so-called creative branches, such as etching and engraving, which
belong in handicraft and cottage industry. At the same time, technologically
advanced contemporary work made for the masses is being suppressed.
The introductory courses, charged with the initial preparation of student s, have been completely in the hands of “pur ist s” easelist s, from the
Wanderers to the acolytes of Cézanne.10 There’s no talk of production, not a whiff
of social tasks. There are no posters, caricatures, no social satire or grotesque
depictions of everyday life, only “pure,” “sacred” painting and sculpture with their
nudes, landscapes, and still lifes, existing outside time, space, and the Party.
The situation of the workers’ faculty is the same.11
The meager sums allotted to VKhUTEMAS are spent entirely on the
maintenance of parasitic “purity” and “saintliness,” supporting an enormous staff
of ideologically harmful and artistically backward “purists,” on payments to nude
models and on heating bills for classes where they “draw from the nude.”
The pedagogical method is apparently reviving long-forgotten times of
the School of Painting, Sculpture, and Architecture and of the Stroganov School
of Applied Arts.12 We see the same painting, the same drawing and sculpture, the
same compositions and the same stylization. The only novel aspect is the “mystical” interpretation of the laws of art, practiced by a small group of painter-mystics
headed by the priest Florensky.13
VKhUTEMAS is performing no practical tasks. It’s taking no part in the
country’s artistic life. It has no links to factories, to organs of economic planning,
to political education centers, publishing houses, or any other users of artistic
labor. Their orientation is directed solely at bourgeois, parochial demands, for
“pictures,” for embroidery.

10.
“Wanderers” [peredvizhniki] is a name given to a group of artists who broke off from the
Russian Academy of Fine Arts in 1863 by refusing to participate in the final competition, which
required them to create a painting on a mythological subject. Instead, the fourteen painters—among
them Vassily Perov, Nikolay Ge, Ivan Kramskoy, Ilya Repin, Isaak Levitan—insisted on painting subjects
that concerned the everyday lives and struggles of Russia’s lower classes. They created their own “itinerant” exhibiting society in 1870, showing their works in various corners of the Russian Empire, hence
the name.
11.
Rabfak in the original text. Workers’ faculties, departments in institutions of higher education that admitted workers and peasants, were ratified by a Sovnarkom decree on September 17,
1920. VKhUTEMAS opened a Workers’ Faculty in 1921 as part of the Preparatory Division. There was
a tension within the faculty between the orientation toward the decorative arts, favored by the
Rector, Vladimir Andreevich Favorsky (1886–1964) and the productivist orientation, favored by most
students. See Selim O. Khan-Magomedov, Vkhutemas: Moscou, 1920–1930, vol. 1 (Paris: Editions du
Regard, 1990), pp. 203–9.
12.
These two pre-revolutionary art schools located in Moscow were transformed in 1918 into
State Free Art Workshops. The woodworking and metalworking workshops at VKhUTEMAS were based
in former studios of the Stroganov school.
13.
Pavel Aleksandrovich Florensky (1882–1937) was a Christian philosopher, scientist, and art
historian close to the Symbolists.
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All the proletarian revolution’s achievements in the areas of artistic ideology, labor, and pedagogy are brought to naught. Urgent decisive measures must
be taken.
It is necessary:
1. To reduce significantly the “pure” half of VKhUTEMAS and to
enlarge its production half.
2. To unite industrial departments, including the graphics department.
3. To reorganize the graphics department, eliminating all mystic
flair and cottage industry.
4. To introduce classes on social types of visual art in the department
of painting: on the poster, caricature, illustration, grotesque depictions
of everyday life, cartoons, satire.
5. To introduce compulsory teaching of basic production subjects
within the programs of the Workers’ Faculty and the Basic Division.
6. To link VKhUTEMAS with centers of the State Economy and
political education.
7. To organize within VKhUTEMAS plan-centered acceptance of
orders for fulfillment of practical artistic tasks.
8. To establish equality of production artists with “purists” in their
right to receive the diploma of “engineer-artist.”
We, the undersigned members of INKhUK, who for six years have been
fighting to establish the foundation of proletarian artistic culture, appeal to everyone concerned with the fate of this citadel of the future proletarian artistic culture—unique in the world—to support us in our struggle against the artistic reaction that has been revived within VKhUTEMAS.
O. M. Brik, The President of INKhUK
Members of INKhUK: Rodchenko, Ant[on] Lavinsky, Nikolai Tarabukin,
Varv[ara] Stepanova, A. Vesnin, A. Babichev, L. Popova,
G. Stenberg, V. Stenberg, K. Medunetsky
Lef 4 (1924), pp. 27–28
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“A Man Beats Another”
We ought not to confuse two different things: cinema as a technological
device and cinema as a spectacle. A lot—though still not enough—has been written on cinema’s value as a technological device. A lot has also been written—and
also still not enough—on the adverse effects of cinema as spectacle.
The damage comes from the training of viewers to look at certain facts
from a spectator’s point of view, despite its inappropriateness. For example: when
a man is beaten by another. This is something to which every live, valid human
being must respond by action. One must either finish him off or save him from
the beating. It depends upon the side one takes. To treat this fact as spectacle
however, is utterly wrong.
It may be a drunken brawl, an organized massacre or an episode from the
Civil War. Moreover, the greater the significance of the fight’s underlying cause,
the more disgraceful is the relation to spectacle.
Some will say it’s important to react in life, that we don’t have to react to
what we see on the film reel, which we can look at calmly. This is wrong. Film
trains us to relate to life as to a spectacle. A man influenced by a cinematic spectacle—and they number in the millions—begins unwittingly to translate the facts of
life into the language of cinema reels and to relate accordingly to them.
A man beats another man. Fine. We have to find a point from which we
might comfortably view the fight in full detail. It’s too bad that their blows hit only
the face. It would have been more interesting if one had whacked the other in the
stomach, or lower. A militia man is coming. He stops the fight. A pity! The reel is
interrupted at the most interesting moment. The spectator leaves, unsatisfied.
The interests of the militia man and the spectator are directly opposed. The
former wants the action to stop as quickly as possible, the latter to last as long as possible. The former is a live, active citizen; the latter is a maniac poisoned by cinema.
Conclusion: not every fact should be exploited from the spectator’s point
of view. There are facts that cannot be viewed through binoculars.
Kino 27 (September 22, 1925), p. 2
“Against Cinematic Drama
(A Private Opinion)”
Soviet cinematography, it seems, can’t get enough of comedy. From every
corner comes a strong demand for comedy scripts. Everyone has finally realized
that commercially speaking, Soviet comedy is no less serious than Soviet cinedrama, and maybe even more so.
About two years ago the perspective was different. One victim of that attitude was the script for “The Adventures of Alvist,” by Sergei Iushkevich and
myself.14 It was a cheerful script about a Komsomol member who went to Moscow
14.

Sergei Iushkevich was a scriptwriter at Mezhrabpomfilm.
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for a soccer ball. Goskino approved, bought and paid for it, but did not produce
it, saying it was inappropriate for a state firm to bother with such trifles. They also
said that Komsomol members do not travel to Moscow in search of balls, but stay
at home and read Marx.
There’s apparently been a change of point of view and cinematic comedies are no longer considered “inappropriate trifles.” Let’s hope this is a real gain.
Cinematography’s basic task is to show life. It can present life as a demonstration
of fact or as a caricature, in documentary film or in comedy. All drama is not suited to this purpose. Dramas possess qualities of a psychological sort, impossible to
show and requiring narration.
Cinematic drama is the bastard child of the movie camera and of theatrical hackwork, the sin of cinema’s youth. When film was thought to be theater without words, they forgot that in what remained we had a few “psychological” gestures, a couple of “tragic” expressions and an “excited” gait. That’s not enough for
a film. It’s impossible to make a spectacle out of this theatrical trash.
That’s why we don’t have good dramatic films, though we do have many
good comedies. That’s why the best film actors—Fairbanks, Pickford, Chaplin—
are comic actors. That’s why advanced film studios don’t make dramas any more
and experienced spectators don’t go to see them.
Here, we still go to see them, because we still haven’t gotten rid of the
attraction of sham sentiment, sham tears and sobs. But Soviet cinematography
doesn’t have to imitate this philistinism. Cinematic drama corrupts. Open pornography is a thousand times healthier than erotic understatement in film novels.
Film drama is commercial production in the worst sense of the word, even when
it’s presented in an “artistic” guise of the type offered by The Collegiate Registrar.15
The struggle against cinematic drama requires documentary films and cine-comedies. To fight seriously, we must realize that documentaries and comedy are not
appendages of drama, but healthy spectacles that will rescue film from the bogs of
mediocrity and cheap thrills to which world philistinism has consigned it.
Kino 32 (October 27, 1925), p. 2
“A Fact versus an Anecdote”
Sovkino has begun to make documentary films.16 This is an event of enormous cultural significance. No one’s elated, however. On the contrary, everyone’s
in panic. “Documentaries, how horrible! 150 meters, eight minutes, three parts:
three times eight equals twenty four; twenty-four precious minutes. In that time,
you can show a minimum of three murders, five catastrophes, eight of Fairbanks’s
jumps and fifteen of Mary Pickford’s smiles (in close-up)—and now, suddenly documentaries! What a nightmare!” What happened? “The public won’t go for it; the
15.
The Collegiate Registrar is a 1925 film made in the studio Mezhrabpomfilm after Alexander
Pushkin’s story “The Postmaster.” It was directed by Yuri Zheliabuzhsky.
16.
Sovkino (1926–1930) was a film studio in Leningrad, a predecessor of Lenfilm.
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public doesn’t like documentaries.” Why? Because philistines have no interest in
facts and they adore anecdotal narration.
That’s right. You can’t possibly convince Soviet ladies and their Soviet
gentlemen that facts are a thousand times more interesting than anecdotes, that
the Japanese flight across Siberia is more interesting than Fairbanks’s leap over a
fence, and that Kashirstroi’s work is more interesting than Harold Lloyd’s.17 Soviet
ladies and gentlemen have their own interests. They look for a screen they can
relate to, and they find it in cinematic drama with cine-horrors, cine-joys, and
cine-kisses. Nevertheless, not all Soviet film-goers are philistines; Komsomol members, Soviet employees, workers, and party members also exit. They have different
interests and a different “relationship.” That’s why we address them.
When there’s a lack of interesting facts, they’re invented and the result is
anecdote. Our time is filled to bursting with interesting facts. We have no need of
anecdotes. Kashirstroi is a fact; Fairbanks is anecdote. Show us Kashirstroi and
we’ll need no Fairbanks. Spend as much creativity, talent, and attention on presenting the factual as on the anecdotal, and the public won’t take offence. Our
public is interested in facts.
To see facts, to record them, to relate them and show them to the spectator is an art, tremendous and necessary, that should be taken seriously. For with
documentary films we can fight cine-kitsch and cine-philistinism. And isn’t this
Soviet cinematography’s main task?
I know that today box office receipts outweigh ideology. But does this
mean that we must altogether give up the fight? No. And that’s why we look forward to documentaries.
We await the fact as against the anecdote.
Vecherniaia Moskva (October 14, 1925), p. 3

“Photo in Film”
Photography is the basis of cinematography. There is no cinema without
photography. This sounds like ABC. This truism is nevertheless forgotten by those
who get carried away by the problems of film actors, film directors, film scripts.
The central figure in film production is the cameraman. Camera-work is the basis
of all cinematography.
You can easily imagine a film made by a cameraman alone, but not one
made only by a director, actor, or a scriptwriter. Meanwhile, in our cinema, given
the importance for production of problems raised by photography, they are not
given the place they deserve. We speak of good and bad photography, effective
17.
Kashirstroi is the directorate on construction of an electric hydraulic station in the Kashira
district of the Moscow oblast, which began in 1919.
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framing, successful shots, but only in passing, casually, in discussion of a film’s
other strong points and drawbacks.
This does not suffice. The problem of film as photography should be foregrounded. Film professionals ought to focus their attention on their work and on
the question of “what to film and how to film” (and not only on directing). These
questions must become central to our cinematography. Inattention to photographic problems has an adverse effect on the work in other sectors of film production, notably that of the scriptwriter. In a great majority of cases, our scriptwriters don’t see their scripts, don’t take visual representation as their point of
departure, and they can’t imagine how something is going to look on screen.
Consequently, our scripts are of very poor quality.
Our scriptwriters should be given a photographically oriented objective
and trained to think of a script, not as a chain of plot conflicts, but as a succession of
frames. The quality of scriptwriters’ work will then improve. The same goes for
actors and directors. Poor acting is that which “does not project out” from the
screen. It looks excellent in the studio, but empty on film. The actors and the director were unable to achieve the photographic goal, could not translate their playing
into photographic terms. Only instruction in photography can improve the quality
of work. Any film worker, no matter his branch of production, any film enthusiast
and spectator, must follow with special, heightened interest all the advances and successes of photographic art. The future of cinematography depends on that. With
this goal in mind, Sovetskoe kino is presenting a new column entitled “Photo in Film,”
which will print photographically interesting film and photo shots.18
This interest is not to be understood in strictly technical terms. We’re
talking of the spectator’s interest, of a successful translation of real, visual impressions into the language of photography. Knowing how to take a picture means producing a frame with maximum effect on the spectator. Very commonplace
things—faces and landscapes that we ignore can be photographed so that they
appear unusual and unusually interesting.
And the opposite is also true. Highly unusual things can, when photographed, vanish, producing no impression. The cameraman’s art consists in
the production of maximum spectatorial effect. Herein lies the essence of all
cinematography.
Sovetskoe kino 4–5 (1926), p. 23
“Film in Meyerhold’s Theater”
Theater influences film, the acted film. This is common knowledge.
However, not everyone knows that film also has an influence on advanced theater.
Meyerhold’s theater is the most advanced in the USSR. Film was its major influence.
Old theater had to deal with plays; new theater deals with scripts. As in
18.
Sovetskoe kino was a monthly journal published by the Film Art Council [Komitet po delam
kinematografii] from 1925 until 1928.
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film. There’s a great difference between a play and a script. A play is a literary fact;
a script is a spectatorial fact. A play is a finished literary unit; a script provides
motivation for a stage act.
Film scripts are now being printed as individual books, in an attempt to
have them look somewhat like literature. The result makes no sense, like serving
empty cans and the hole of a bagel at the table.
Film isn’t about words, and that’s why it doesn’t need plays, but scripts.
Similarly, new theater is gradually shifting away from the word, and moving action,
gesture, mime, and intonation to the forefront. That’s why Meyerhold remakes
plays into scripts. He divides The Forest into episodes, not into acts.19 Out of many
things, he makes one. He transforms literary material into something suitable for
the stage.
If the text begins to hinder the action, he moves it to the screen and provides us with a subtitle. The same goes for slogans, citations from speeches, documents. The result is a cinematic division of action and text, picture and title. In
the old theater, movement reinforced the word; in the new, the word explains the
movement. Their roles have changed. As in film.
The principles of the actor’s performance changed accordingly. The old
actor impressed through his declamation, his oral expression. Mimicry, gesture,
movement, intonation merely supported the declamation. In themselves, by themselves, they were meaningless. In film, declamation is out of place, because film is
silent. It requires people who move, who are active. The same happens at
Meyerhold’s theater. The old declamatory playing is replaced by that of biomechanics. Gesture, mimicry, movement, no longer servants of the word, became
independent, acquiring a life of their own.
A play was transformed from a sum of monologues, dialogues, and polylogues into a series of acting episodes, stunts, and movements. The word moves to
the background, it becomes almost unnoticeable; theater becomes silent, like film.
Old theater produced plays and furnished them with various props and
decorations. It needed a setting for people engaged in conversation. It needed a
background, either realistic or fantastic.
Film has no need of this. People in films act and exist in real houses,
streets, cities, and on real bodies of water. They don’t need things to furnish backgrounds, but to engage them in the action. Why do we need theatrical props, theatrical illusions, when we have real things and real life?
The same thing happens at Meyerhold’s. The stage set disappears and
instead, we have a platform for action. There’s no scenic background for conversa19.
The Forest is a play by Nikolai Aleksandrovich Ostrovsky (1823–1886), premiered by
Meyerhold in his theater on January 19, 1924. For its accounts in English, see Konstantin Rudnitsky,
Meyerhold the Director, trans. George Petrov (Ann Arbor: Ardis, 1981), pp. 329–52; Edward Braun, The
Theatre of Meyerhold: Revolution on the Modern Stage (New York: Drama Book Specialists, 1979), pp.
193–201; James M. Symons, Meyerhold’s Theater of the Grotesque: The Post-Revolutionary Productions,
1920–1932 (Coral Gables, FL: University of Miami Press, 1971), pp. 111–24.
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tion; instead, there’s a set within which actors work. There are no things for the
embellishment of daily life, but there are objects with which the actors act. What
need is there for illusions, when you can show a real act? As in film. We’ll be told that
the circus and variety shows and revue also possess all these attributes (the script, the
act, the set). This is absolutely correct, because they’re all things of the same order.
The struggle of acting genres against discursive ones began a long time
ago. Meyerhold was one of its first leaders. Now, they are joined by a powerful
ally—“the great silent one.” It brings his own devices, his own weapons. Why
shouldn’t we use them?
Sovetskii ekran 19 (1926), pp. 6–7
“I Remain Faithful!”
I began working in cinema as a publicist. I had a motto: “For the newsreel;
against narrative film.” To this day I remain faithful to it. I’m working in production now, heading the Literary Section of Mezhrabpom-Rus’.20 Here I have to
work not only on documentary films, but mainly on narrative films. I am often
reproached for this. However, ninety-nine percent of film production is supported
by them. This is due to the country’s general cultural level. We have to fight for
the newsreel. against acted film. And writing about it does not suffice; it’s important to work in production. We have to speak up widely for the newsreel and, at
the same time and from the inside, push production in this direction, There is no
contradiction here. These are two forms of the struggle for survival of one and
the same goal.
Kino 45 (November 8, 1927), p. 4
“Victory of Fact”
The Fall of the Romanov Dynasty, the brilliant work of the film editor Esfir’
Shub, is an important event in Soviet and world cinematography. The overall significance of this event derives from the possibility of montage created from exclusively documentary footage, and the resulting moving image is of a quality surpassing that of all other films. Had a scriptwriter come to Sovkino proposing to
make The Fall of the Romanov Dynasty, Sovkino would have agreed immediately.
After spending hundreds of thousands of rubles on such a film, it would not have
achieved a hundredth of the effect of Esfir’ Shub’s work.
No director—not even the most talented and resourceful—could create
20.
Mezhrabpom-Rus’ was a semi-private and therefore relatively independent film studio, funded by the international organization of Workers’ Aid, based in Berlin. According to Valérie Posner,
Brik began working at Mezhrabpom Rus’ on September 14, 1926 as a regular scriptwriter and was promoted to the head of the scriptwriting department on November 27, 1926. See Valérie Posner, “Les
Scénaristes,” in Le Studio Mejrabpom ou l’aventure du cinema privé au pays des bolcheviks, ed. François Albera
et al.(Paris: Réunion des musées nationaux: Documentation française, 1996), p. 82, n. 5.
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the mass scenes in this film. No actor—not even the most brilliant—can impersonate Nicholas21 better than Nicholas himself or Kerensky22 better than Kerensky
himself. As a result, enormous funds would have been wasted and the effect would
not even approximately resemble the one we now have.
The Fall of the Romanov Dynasty has many things to teach us. First of all, it’s
good that Sovkino’s library happened to have some newsreel material. All this
material might very easily have been thrown away a long time ago. Nevertheless,
for this film, Esfir’ Shub had the enormous task of searching for the material,
which was scattered in various places. Some had to be rejected, since its bad condition made it impossible to use. Conclusion: we must immediately start attending to
the material remaining in our possession and which, in one way or another, continues to come in.
Our film executives must by now understand that they are not dealing
with production waste, but with raw material of the most valuable kind, and that
any carelessness in its storage and conservation must be counted as criminal mismanagement. Secondly, haven’t our film industrialists begun to notice that the
manufacture of raw material for the newsreel has already become an important
branch of work—of interest not only ideologically, but commercially as well? And
isn’t it time to change their scandalous attitude toward the organization of newsreel production?
Secondly, Esfir’ Shub has dealt a mighty blow to the prestige of artistic
cinematography and studio production. The studio’s dominance is seriously challenged and we need to draw the appropriate conclusion. Of course, the most radical solution would be to close all studios, sending all cameramen to film things
that are real. We would then win dozens of victories like that of The Romanov
Dynasty. Failing this, it’s quite possible to reduce studio work by fifty percent for
work in real life. Summer, the cinematic season, will soon be here. Everyone inside
and outside the studios will start filming all kinds of scenes of (historical) lives,
from that of Ivan the Terrible to those of American billionaires. No one, however,
will think of filming scenes from our everyday lives. That, if someone could think
of it, would be wonderful.
Third, Esfir’ Shub’s work demonstrated that newsreel work is not a
mechanical task of gluing strips together, but a significantly creative one. It
required, first of all, the ability to choose from all available material those frames
that were important in three ways: for their factual value, for their effect on the
spectator, and for their ideological direction. There were many of Nicholas; the
task was to choose precisely those that showed Nicholas in an environment characteristic of him and of the monarchy—and in a way that was both visually interesting and representative of our attitude toward him. Only if the frame fulfilled these
three conditions, could it find a place in the film. To choose the shots correctly,
21.
22.

The Russian tsar Nicholas II (1868–1918).
See footnote 4.
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with no mistakes, one has to be enormously sensitive to cinematic values, backed
up by strong ideological conviction and maintain a steady attentiveness to the document. In these respects Shub’s work proved brilliant.
In the film, there is the following shot: a peasant is plowing, and the
landowner pokes his stick into the drawn furrow. This shot, at first glance quite
artless, makes an enormous impression within the film, visually and ideologically.
It’s difficult to imagine a more expressive relationship between labor and capital;
yet, it’s quite simply an accidental shot. The director and the scriptwriter of an art
film would have had to pile up a huge number of episodes to produce the same
political effect. Despite all efforts, the power of this straightforward shot could not
possibly have been attained. The Fall of the Romanov Dynasty is brilliant proof that
the theory of cine-truth is correct and that it has dealt a serious blow to artistic
cinematography. The leaders of the film industry should be drawing the appropriate conclusions.
Kino 14 (April 5, 1927), p. 3
“A Cinematic Antidote”
Everyone repeats Lenin’s famous statement that cinema is now one of the
most important arts in our Soviet land. These words, expressive of a completely
justified opinion, are used in the service of a goal that has nothing in common
with culture and the construction of culture.
The façade of a provincial movie theater featured this saying of Lenin’s in
large print and below it, a poster advertising some trashy foreign film entitled The
Green Manuela.23 The attaching of Lenin’s phrase to The Green Manuela typifies not
provincial cinematography alone but the entire cinema of the USSR as well. Lenin
was used for publicity, not as guidance for cultural work. No one, I think, would
argue that Lenin had The Green Manuela in mind when he spoke of cinema’s enormous significance for our country.
It is clear from Lenin’s entire cultural objective that his first concern was
the education of the masses for a correct, straightforward attitude towards reality.
Speaking of cinema, he meant that this technical apparatus could transmit most
rapidly and to the greatest number of people, the most essential facts of reality. In
fact, here is really no other more convenient way to bring world events to the
attention of huge numbers of people.
On the other hand, the same technology and the same advantages of the
camera, when compared to those of other modes of distribution, render it most
harmful to real culture if it is mishandled.
What is our cinematic culture now? What need do our many film theaters
23.
Die Grüne Manuela: Ein Film aus dem Süden (1923; dir. Ewald André Dupont). The film was distributed in the USSR after 1926. For a brief commentary on this film and on Brik’s reaction to it, see Yuri
Tsivian, “Man with a Movie Camera—Lines of Resistance: Dziga Vertov and the Twenties,” in Masterpieces of
Modernist Cinema, ed. Ted Perry (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2006), pp. 85–110; p. 103 in
particular.
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fulfill? If we conduct a survey among the many thousands of people at the movies
every day, we shall find that the majority are not going in order to see and learn
things not yet seen or known, but to satisfy the need for a light, emotional high.
For an overwhelming majority of spectators, films offer the attraction of a
“beautiful” life, a philistine disease the world over. One has to see the deep dissatisfaction incurred by films without dapper men and women of elegance. Once a
man in tails or a woman in evening dress appears on screen, the public’s attention
reaches its height.
In a children’s library a little girl has been observed asking frequently for
a book about “rich people.” The child’s parents would go to the movies asking to
see films on the lives of rich people. Every philistine of modest means has an
uncontrollable urge and respect for anyone who spends more than he does. If he
takes a horse-drawn carriage, he respects a person who goes by car. If he uses the
tram, he respects those who travel by bus, because that ticket costs two kopecks
more. On the other hand, he despises those poorer than himself. Therefore he
finds films about poor people unpleasant.
Foreign films are so successful here because careful consideration of this
philistine attraction to money and stylish living goes into their making. This is why
they are foreign. Our Soviet production, not far behind in producing forms of this
sort, is even more idiotic. Our film producers could not, in their pursuit of the
spectator’s rubles, find anything better to do than to copy the style of foreign
films. Of course, the demands of the so-called ideological directive restricted this
imitative sweep somewhat, but in the end the commercial side solved this difficulty. They found a wonderful formula for combining the display of stylish life with
the ideological directive. All this takes place through subtitles on the “decay of
the Western bourgeoisie”; everything’s invoked “to show the rotten state of
Western culture.” Suppliers of this production say, “As a matter of fact, the proletarian has to see the decay of his class enemy.” The result is the opposite kind of
effect. Ideology is easily eliminated, like skimmed milk, from the film, and the
spectator enthusiastically absorbs this same corrupting picture of stylish life.
Chekhov has a story about a senior priest in a monastery who went to the
city, stayed there a few days, and upon returning called all his flock and told them
in vivid colors about all the horror, the debauchery, and the decay that he saw in
that city. He spoke very well, fervently stigmatizing this debauchery and decay and
retired to his chambers very happy with his speech. However, in the morning he
discovered that there was not one monk left in the monastery; all had left for the
city. Our film producers, thinking they can curb the corrupting influence of
philistine ideas with ideologically correct subtitles, are taking the position of this
priest. No matter how often lives of the wealthy are shown from our point of view,
or denigrated through our subtitles, its aesthetic charm is too strong; it’s irresistible. We need a completely different approach. We need to cast off, once and
for all, film’s romanticism, its psychological emotionalism. We need to declare
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with absolute candor that in film we’ll not arouse joy or sorrow, but that we want
to show facts and events only in so much as they require understanding.
In a film about life in the Caucasus, we don’t need to imitate Western cinematography and present its ethnography as mere background for some futile
romantic or detective action. For this romantic or detective action is so strong
that it will destroy the ethnographic reality of a given milieu, consuming the spectator’s entire capacity of perception. Then it won’t matter where the action takes
place—in the Caucasus, Spain, or Australia, whether in our time or a hundred
years ago. We’re not intent on learning a new fact or (seeing) something unusual;
we content ourselves instead with the familiar excitement of traditional dramatic
conflicts. We can and must break this emotional contagion, this attraction to emotionally induced excitement, and replace it with a sober relation to reality, an
active relation to known facts.
An emotional relationship to the world is characteristic of the passive person, someone who wants to act, but cannot, and is thus consumed by dreams. The
emotional relations of an active man are completely different; he wants to achieve,
and he can. Therefore he is not consumed in dreams; he needs only new material
and a new weapon to realize his impulses to action. For a passive man, everything
in this world is beyond reach; his only connection to the unreachable is longing.
For an active man, everything in this world is within reach, and the only connection with what’s reachable is possession. It is clear what kind of people we must
raise in our Soviet country.
It is generally said that out of necessity our cinematography takes the path—
learned from the business-like West—of indulging the philistines, that if we do not
make such films, no one will come to see films and Russian cinematography will perish from lack of funds. This may be true. But some things are too important, too serious to be made objects of commercial speculation. Our country may have to pay too
heavy a price for the spiritual poison exuded by our movie screens; the result of this
film commerce may be a balance that’s not in our favor. It may pay to make less
money and obtain instead a group of people raised in our Soviet way.
Krupskaya once wrote that we had to reach the point at which the psychology of an intelligent worker would become dominant in our everyday lives, so that his
tastes, his needs, and his interests would guide our entire population.24 These words
of wisdom have the sound of an ironic utopia, given the conditions of our daily life
at present. In reality, we observe the opposite. Everything is done in order to cut
off—and significantly so—any initial attempts to form this consciousness of the
worker-intellectual. Everything is done so that the rare worker-intellectuals, who
possess vague impulses toward a new culture, have no place to go, no place to
anchor this impulse. Really, where could such a worker go after work? We had
24.
Nadezhda Konstantinovna Krupskaya (1869–1939) was Lenin’s wife and an active member of
the Commissariat of Enlightenment. From 1920 until the reorganization of Narkompros in 1929, she
headed the department of political education (Glavpolitprosvet) within it.
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clubs, but they withered; no one goes there. Articles and theses were written about
this; now it’s as if everyone forgot them. Nevertheless, clubs were the only places
where this new consciousness could take form.
In our cinema, interestingly, an idiotic division into first, second, and
third levels remained. The first-run were understood to be a group of centrally
located movie theaters, prosperous and well equipped. The second-run are
regional movie theaters, poorer and badly equipped. And, finally, third-run and
even lower-level theaters belonging to clubs, villages, and other extremely poor
cinematic locations. Films are distributed accordingly: the best and the newer
ones go to the first-run theaters; the worse and older ones, to the second; and
the very worst and very old to the rest. Who goes to first-run movie theaters?
Philistines with money. They are shown the best that we have. One can ask what
kind of conclusion a worker should draw from this, a worker who doesn’t go to
first-run movie theaters, but to a club and waits for a good film? Only one conclusion remains. You have to have more money; you must not be poorer than a
philistine if you want to frequent a centrally located theater and see an interesting film. Given this state of affairs, what kind of hegemony, what kind of leading
role for a worker-spectator can we discuss? Once again, commercial reasons are
brought into play, and once again, we would argue that we can easily lose by
such commercial calculation.
Commerce is not solely to blame, however. There is another aspect—and
a very dangerous one—of this attraction of our cinema merchants to first-run theaters. When they say that we must take into account, that we are forced to take
into account these bourgeois with thick wallets, their words reveal not only a business proposition, but the same philistine attraction toward a man with money.
There is an unwitting respect for this spectator concealed by this seemingly purely
business-like approach. Of course. A prosperous man: he has seen so much in his
life, has been abroad, has gone to the best movie theaters! He knows everything
there is to know about good cinema!
This rich cultured spectator hovers over the director’s imagination as he
makes the film, over the actors’ who play in it, over Sovkino’s when producing it.
They consider this spectator’s approval as the indicator of the film’s quality. No
matter how many agit-posters we make, how many speeches we give on the stupidity and rudeness of the bourgeoisie with their thick wallets, in the philistine imagination the link between wealth and culture is unbreakable.
One of our most important cultural tasks is the destruction of this senseless prejudice. It is responsible for the disease of ninety percent of our country,
which is normal, because we live in a philistine country. However, if this sickness
spreads to the remaining ten percent, to those called upon to pull the country out
of the bog of philistinism, the result will be catastrophic.
Our cinema is undoubtedly infected with this disease. And we’re in
urgent need of radical means to turn Soviet cinema from a hotbed of philistinism into a live cultural force. We must abandon the exaggerated deal-making,
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this ruinous application to our most important sphere of spirituality of the formula of monetary gain. You can deal, in accordance with commercial considerations, in vodka. The worse that could happen—you’d get drunk and sleep it off.
But you can’t deal in spiritual vodka, because this poison acts not openly but
secretly, and is thus much more dangerous.
Novyi Lef 2 (1927), pp. 27–30
“To Teach Writers”
There is absolutely no doubt that in current artistic production—in literature, in theater, and in film—there is a gap between the up-to-date subject matter
and the methods of its artistic realization. This gap is expressed by the fact that thematically interesting and important artworks are much less artistically impressive
than those that are thematically extraneous and unimportant. Moreover, we know
that thematically hostile and reactionary work turns out to be artistically better.
On the basis of these observations, many critics and enthusiasts of our Soviet
community are arriving at a rash conclusion. They assert that this sort of effect is due
to the insufficient ideological consistency of our Soviet authors. While understanding
nothing of the laws of artistic creativity, such critics look for causes not in the characteristics of an artistic process, but in the psychology and thinking of certain people,
the authors. Meanwhile, paying more attention to some very telling facts would suffice for the dissipation of this false conviction.
We know as a fact that people of the most political consistency begin making things that are either worthless or ideologically inconsistent when they turn to
making art. We know that someone with a brilliant political education turns out to
be more illiterate in his art than any non-party person. And the opposite is true:
people who are not fully consistent politically, but know artistic principles, turn
out to be the best political editors of artworks. The best example of this is Victor
Shklovsky, who, in the opinion of Glavrepertkom, turned out to be the most ideologically consistent scriptwriter in all of Sovkino.
Elementary incomprehension of the laws of artistic creation is to blame for
our writers’ crude confusions about the author’s ideological make-up and the effect
of his work. They [the critics] still persist in a false conviction that a work of art is
simply the author’s direct expression of his inner thoughts and feelings. They still
believe that the author’s consciousness is fully responsible for a work of art.
Of course, we cannot say that the role of the author in his work does not
exceed the role of a master working at a metallurgical plant. However, just as a
missile made at a weapons factory indicates nothing of the ideology of the workers
who made this missile, similarly, the ideology of a work of literature does not
depend upon that of its author. Every artwork is a result of a complex relationship
among various elements of artistic creation. The author uses these elements and
combines them into a definite artistic product. The elements that comprise an
artwork exist apart from the author and in spite of him; the author only uses them
more or less successfully for his work.
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In every epoch, an artistic practice has a certain stock of methods and
devices. Alterations of these methods and devices do not depend on an author’s
will, but are a result of art’s evolution. We are not to imagine that an author-genius
comes and begins to invent his own methods. We know from the history of culture
that every genius completes the long and imperceptible process of a gradual
decomposition of old elements and the accumulation of new ones. The struggle
between them is continuous and its results cannot be instantly assessed. The
October Revolution brought to art an entire gamut of thematic tasks, which were
previously extraneous to art. It is not surprising that artistic practices lacked the
methods and devices that could be used to solve the set tasks. Today, we still have
an incongruity between the set tasks and the possibilities of their solution.
Some authors—those who strongly clung to their artistic skills—tried to
denounce these new thematic tasks, declaring them too topical, too fleeting to be
subjected to artistic treatment. Art, they said, should not respond to burning topics of the day, but to eternal tasks, which relate to all mankind. Those of greater
sincerity said that even if these new tasks were justifiable, they personally could
not fulfill them, for they did not know how to do this, and they considered any
unskillful fulfillment of a task to be hackwork.
Our critics saw political sabotage in this refusal to fulfill the tasks of the
day. They insisted that these authors were simply unwilling to do these tasks and
that our artistic policy should make provision for forcing them in one way or
another. There were other critics who, vaguely sensing the incorrectness of this
approach, began to assert that artists are entitled to refuse the order and to make
art independently. They were saying that any coercion of an artist’s creative freedom is harmful and inexpedient. However, both sides were in the wrong.
They were wrong, because they had one and the same point of departure:
they were convinced that authors want or do not want to get involved with a task
and that the only aim of the debates about art is to put a stronger or weaker pressure on authors to make them do it. This is why in our debates about art we have
on the one hand napostovstvo 25 with its political pressure, and on the other, voronshchina,26 with its aesthetic tolerance. As a matter of fact, we are not talking about
the authors’ willingness or unwillingness to engage in thematically important
tasks, but about their skill in doing so. It is absolutely obvious that they lack this
skill, because before the revolution, they did not have to do it. This is why the crux
of our debates about art should not be the question of political pressure or tolerance, but the question of how to teach authors to fulfill the tasks set before them.
Literary subject matter does not coincide with social subject matter. It is
impossible to give form to a social fact with artistic methods without mediation.
Between a work of art and a social fact there is literary subject matter in the same
25.
A noun meaning “On-Guard criticism” derived from the name of the journal Na postu (On
Guard, 1923–1925), characterized by its extreme emphasis on proletarian subject matter. The journal
was one of the founding organs of RAPP (The Russian Association of Proletarian Writers).
26.
From Voronsky (see note 46).
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way as there is a technical drawing between a piece of wood and a chair. Literary
subject matter is the same as the technical drawing on the basis of which a thing is
constructed. In this subject matter, we have the growing together of the social fact
and the methods of its formation. The literary subject matter is a place where a
sort of chemical mixing takes place between the task and its fulfillment. If a literary subject matter does not succeed, if there is no union, then in the completed
work of art, the task and its fulfillment will remain separate.
Old literature made a habit of working these themes out through a long
process of evolution and accretion. Social facts and the methods of their formation found an adequate expression in literary subject matter. Genuine literary creativity is possible only when we have the skills of developing literary subject matter.
We cannot think that methods and devices exist somewhere apart from material,
that we can use these methods and devices for any other material. In reality, methods of artistically generating form and the social material to which this form
applies itself exist as a unity resulting from a long process of literary development.
Pushkin’s iambs cannot be separated from his subject matter. Turgenev’s style is
inseparable from the literary subjects of the 1850s.
Literary tradition produced an entire host of skills with which it solved
thematic tasks. It is not at all surprising that the appearance of new thematic tasks
took authors by surprise. The authors knew very well how they could show romantic collisions, for example. Various combinations of romantic themes were well
worked out in the course of a centuries-long literary evolution and it was not very
difficult to apply any of these combinations.
Similarly, playwrights and directors had a wide choice of settings for any
dramatic situation. It was well known how many hundreds of ways one could pronounce “I love you” or “I do not love you” and how to stage romantic scenes of
jealousy, faithlessness, etc. However, no one knew how to say the words “I
announce the meeting of the factory committee open” or “I bring this question to
a vote.” It was very well known which gestures and mimicry a lover uses when he
leaves his beloved who betrayed him, but it was not known at all with which gestures and mimicry a person leaves a meeting, because he is outraged by the behavior of the majority. It is ridiculous to think that for some reason authors are more
sympathetic toward a betrayed lover than toward a public figure who is exasperated by the behavior of his comrades. The problem here lies not in empathy, but in
knowing how to generate a form for this fact.
Our critics are very upset that authors take their themes mostly from the
lives of the intelligentsia and that there are very few who want to write about the
lives of workers and peasants. Once again, these critics think that there is some
sort of bias toward this social group. In fact, an honest author understands very
well that he absolutely cannot write about a worker’s life, because he does not
know this life and because for him all workers look the same, like a Chinese person to a tourist. It seems to him that the material of workers’ lives is so uniform
that it is impossible to build a literary plot around it. This is why, in the best of
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cases, a worker appears to him as a kind of a slogan, which he inserts into his
works for ideological consistency. The same applies to peasants, of course.
It would be a mistake to think that the problem could be corrected by the
author’s closer acquaintance with the lives of workers and peasants or, as some of
our critics are fond of saying, that he could mingle with [potolkalsia sredi] workers
and peasants. From this mingling literature will gain nothing, of course. The problem lies in the generation of form in literary subject matter from the material of
workers’ lives, in the possibility of literary construction from the specifics of workers’ and peasants’ lives. Without these purely technical attempts, without this literary drafting, no knowledge of the worker’s life will help.
Usually, “mingling” with workers and peasants results in the author, who
has collected his observations, writing stories derived from the lives of workers
and peasants, following old literary examples. Consequently, there’s nothing surprising in the way in which his workers and peasants have all the features of the
Onegins, Pechorins, Rudins, and of the other heroes of Russian literature.27 This
happens not, as our critics think, because the author doesn’t understand the psychology of workers and peasants, but because he generates the same form for
them as for heroes from the intelligentsia. Its not enough to understand a worker’s psychology—we must find methods and devices for the expression of this psychology. Our authors do not have them.
All attempts at finding models for today’s literature in old literature are
hopeless. All attempts to force authors politically to make them write about workers and peasants are senseless. The path of literary evolution lies only in the creation of conditions in which authors can learn to respond to current tasks. The
crux of the matter and the guarantee of the successful development of our Soviet
literature lie in this literary instruction.
Novyi Lef 10 (1927), pp. 33–37
“‘Lef’ and Film: Report from a Meeting”
It seems to me that we still commit a host of gross errors. Let’s begin with
the so-called distortion of material. Since when have we talked of a possible transmission of fact by conventional signs? Since film is two-dimensional, it already distorts. Therefore we don’t have discussion of distortion. [Esfir] Shub is correct in
raising the question of what’s to be filmed and not of what distorts to a greater or
lesser degree. Everything is equally distorted. The question is: what should we
show on screen, what should we film? Should we film only facts or adaptations for
the screen? Allow me to offer an example: Poet and Tsar.28 Shklovsky and I attacked
27.
Evgenii Onegin is the hero of Pushkin’s eponymous poem, written from 1823 until 1832;
Grigorii Pechorin is the hero of Mikhail Lermontov’s novel The Hero of our Time (1838–1840); and
Dmitrii Rudin is the hero of Ivan Turgenev’s novel Rudin (1856).
28.
Poet i tsar’ (1927; dir. Vladimir Gardin) is a film about the last days of the poet Aleksandr
Pushkin.
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Gusman:29 “It’s a dirty trick, because it presents a distorted, vulgar Pushkin.” He
[Gusman] said: “Quite possible, but our task is to make Pushkin a point of interest
for many millions of viewers, to make them love him.” And he’s right, because
confronted with this task, it would be absurd to show Pushkin as Shklovsky proposed: as a man sick with venereal disease, prostrating himself at Nicholas’s feet.
He cannot evoke love. Thus, when we film, the question of our goal arises.
It is not correct to state that as Lef members we’re only for filming the
truth. If someone told us to show Nicholas I as he really was—and some say that
he was not that bad—we would not do it. The question is, what do we consider
important to show in cinema? We respond: above anything else, in cinema—just as
in literature—we strive to teach people to appreciate facts, documents, and not
artistic interpretations of such documents.
What’s Shklovsky doing with Tolstoy? What is the cultural significance of this
work? It consists in the fact that if you want to understand the war and peace of 1812,
then you should read documents and not Tolstoy’s War and Peace. If you want an emotional charge from Natasha Rostova, then you should read War and Peace. A person of
culture gets an emotional high from real facts and not from inventions. An argument
between Babel and Budenny is remarkable in this respect.30 Budenny says: “You distorted the Red Cavalry,” and Babel responds: “I was not going to write its history. I
chose the material I needed. If you want to read about the Red Cavalry, then you
should get the documents and read them.” Budenny demands faithfulness to facts
from a writer, and we agree with him in this.
It’s imperative, above all, to raise the cultural level—not only of filmmakers, but also of the consumers of cinema, so that they lose interest in the various
Collegiate Registrars and Malinovskaias.31 It is ridiculous to deliver fiery speeches
and denounce Protazanov; 32 he will still make money on The Man from the
Restaurant.33 Protazanov is going to make money as long as people are willing to
pay to see The Man from the Restaurant. We must defeat the spectators paying for
this and those distributors who support such films.
At this point the role of the party meeting emerges because luckily, in our
country we do not have free competition and we have an organization that can
speed up cultural growth. We must demand that the organization maintain this
objective. When we started our fight against Shvedchikov34 and Sovkino, we were
29.
Boris Gusman (1892–1944) was a theater director and the head of Pravda’s theater section.
30.
Isaak Emmanuilovich Babel (1894–1940) was a Soviet writer, author of the novel Red Cavalry
(1926); Semyon Mikhailovich Budenny (1883–1973) was a famous commander of Red Cavalry.
31.
Vera Stepanovna Malinovskaia (1900–1988) was a Russian film actress who took part with
Mary Pickford and Igor Il’inskii in A Kiss from Mary Pickford (1927).
32.
Iakov Aleksandrovich Protazanov (1881–1945) was one of the leading directors of silent
films in Russia.
33.
Chelovek iz restorana (1927) was a film directed by Protazanov, with Vera Malinovskaia and
Mikhail Chekhov in the leading roles.
34.
Konstantin Matveevich Shvedchikov (1884–1952) was a Bolshevik functionary. In 1917, he
directed the publication Pravda; in 1918–1924, he was the head of the papermaking industry; in
1926–1929, he was the head of the board of directors of Sovkino and in 1930 the deputy head of
Soiuzkino.
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asking, “What happened?” Shvedchikov behaves like a capitalist in a market. He
doesn’t make use of his organization to speed the growth of culture. Everyone will
now start making newsreels. While filming, even Protazanov says, “Here, I will have
to take some documentary footage,” meaning a village landscape. What no one
knows and what the party meeting does not know is that Shvedchikov gives
advances for What a Woman35 and doesn’t even provide film stock for The Mechanics
of the Brain.36 The same happens with Chuvash Country 37 and many others. This
must be made public. It’s fine to talk about self-financing, about commercial interests—these are all wonderful things—but there are other considerations that
should be emphasized. Lef is not alone in this. Glavrepertkom and Glavpolitprosvet are also to speak on this matter.38
However, there is something else. Glavrepertkom says, “Make [documentary] films about Votiaks and Chuvashs,39 but make artistic films also, based on the
daily life of these nationalities.” They say, “Film all this, but see, at the same time, that
it’s self-financed. As we know, if a film is a class hit, it’s also a hit at the box office.”40
Why should we know this? Who does know this? It’s true that a contemporary spectator wants to see a contemporary film, but he doesn’t want to pay for this film. In What
a Woman, Malinovskaia plays a supporting role, but the film’s publicity proclaims that
she has the leading role. Chuvash Country should be able to compete with
Malinovskaia. It’s not that easy. It can’t be done with pious words.
Why were we so overjoyed when The Fall of the Romanov Dynasty appeared?
Because it was such a popular success. Right now, we’re involved in a fight for spectators and we want help from the party. Apart from this, we have another task. It is
not clear if we should insist on making only documentary films or if we should
allow for the production of an intermediary form—that is, a broader form of the
same material. This isn’t clear to me. Shklovsky’s recollection of a famous example, of Turgenev’s incorporation into his novel of a letter to his friends, is pertinent: it is the directive that’s important, and not the author. But do we need this
or not? Chernyshevsky began What Is To Be Done? in the most improbable way.41
35.
Takaia zhenshchina (1927; Mezhrabpom-Rus’, dir. Konstantin Eggert).
36.
Mekhanika golovnogo mozga (1926; dir. Vsevolod Pudovkin) was the first Soviet scientific
documentary.
37.
Strana Chuvashkaia (1927) was a documentary film by Iokim Stepanovich MaksimovKoshinskii, made in the studio Chuvashkino.
38.
Glavrepertkom, the Main Repertory Committee, was a censorship organ established at the
beginning of 1923 under the aegis of Narkompros to screen works of performance as well as film.
Glavpolitprosvet, the Main Political and Educational Committee, was an organ of the Soviet state responsible for political and educational work among the population. Established in February 1920, it also formed
a part of Narkompros.
39.
The Votiaks or Udmurts are a people inhabiting the Udmurt Republic in the Russian
Federation, a territory in the Ural Mountains between the Viatka and Kama rivers; the capital is
Izhevsk. The Chuvashs are a Turkic people living in the Chuvash Republic in Central Russia; their capital is Cheboksary.
40.
Brik quotes a joke here based on a linguistic pun: “Kak izvestno, klassovaia fil’ma eto i
kassovaia.”
41.
Nikolai Gavrilovich Chernyshevky (1828–1889) was a Russian revolutionary, philosopher,
and a writer, author of the 1863 utopian novel What Is To Be Done?.
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Having written three chapters, he wrote in the fourth that nothing in the first
three was true and that he wrote them because otherwise no one would read the
book. We are doing cultural work. We want to convince the spectator that documentaries are a thousand times more culturally valuable and productive than
staged monotony and studio distortions.
If you look at foreign films, you will see that any acted film includes documentary footage. I saw a film with Pat & Patachon.42 While strolling about, they
find themselves in a ski race—a 150-meter competition—in which they take part.
This is very interesting. Even if at first we don’t care to watch the film, we end up
watching anyway. We might even say: “You can take away Pat & Patachon but leave
the race.” In the villages, however, they would probably go to see only Pat &
Patachon. This is a matter of tactics.
Our task is to demand and to insist that the best conditions be available
for making the most interesting and most necessary documentary material. I call
this “filming for the cinematheque.” I often hear that it’s easier to build a St.
Isaak’s Cathedral in a studio than go to Leningrad and film it. You could arrive
and wait for an entire month for the rain to stop. A filmmaker who thinks like this
is correct. His view is that if he has a bleak, poor sequence, then it’s bad. This person is not convinced that he has to film St. Isaak's Cathedral in Leningrad rather
than produce its illusion in the studio.
I have the following directive: first of all, our fight in Lef should be conducted not so much against cinematic production, as against its administrators
and managers who don’t even work in film factories. We need to defend our position to our ideological centers. Secondly, we need to put pressure on the spectator, raising the overall level of culture, because if he starts making demands, this
will speed up the process. Third, we ourselves, those interested in and working for
documentaries, need to see what we are doing well and badly. Until now there
have been complaints—not only here, but also in Germany—that everyone praises
what we do, but no one watches us. It would be better if we were criticized more.
Otherwise, we have the impression that everything is wonderful and no one says
what we are doing badly, and then, all of a sudden, we are blamed.
We are not going to put irrelevant questions on the agenda and perhaps
would do better to limit ourselves to the following questions: 1) the formulation of
absolutely firm and precise theses on the question of how a party meeting can be of
assistance to that cultural cinematography I described, instead of everything else that
fills the cinematheque. We do not have encyclopedic dictionaries. They think that
cinematography has no need of an encyclopedic dictionary, but that Malinovskaia is
necessary. We must show that a dictionary is perhaps more useful than Malinovskaia.
And a second point, specifically for us: it would be very interesting to discuss
ways of creating a film that could knock the acted film out of material we see as
important and necessary. In literature now we have attempts to present a document.
42.
Carl Schenstrom (1881–1942) and Harald Madsen (1890–1949), a pair of Danish comedians
who became world-famous through silent films.
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Tynianov is trying to do this. He wrote Kiukhlia.43 We may also need to revert to various tricks. When Rodchenko takes pictures from both above and below—why does
he do this? Because no one would want to look straight at Kuznetskii Bridge again,
but from above, one might.44
Therefore, the second point is necessary to back up what we are going to
say. We can declare our intentions. However, if we are told: “All right, here is an
opportunity for you,” we need to know the material [that we can use in a film]. If
we’re not able to do anything, then our words are wasted. Dziga Vertov suffocated,
because he didn’t know what to do next. What happened to Vertov happens in literature as well. It’s the longing for a big form, as when someone who has fewer
than thirty pages is ashamed to show up at a publishing office. When you take it to
a publisher, he will look at the length and say: “This is a trifle—not worth discussion.” We have to think of a newspaper or something else, find an appropriate format. Dziga Vertov decided to use the little material he had to make a grandiose
film. As a result, he ran out of material.45
The second task: it is not enough to campaign for (propagandize) the
newsreel, but we need to know what to do and what measures we must adopt to
raise our newsreel to a level that would strengthen it both in the market and in a
spectator’s conscious mind.
Novyi Lef 11–12 (1927), pp. 63–66
“Against Creative Personality”
Ever since the invention of photography, it has been said that “this is not
simple photography; it is creative interpreting.” By this is meant that a given writer
or painter not only “reflects” a real fact, he also modifies it in his own way. It is
thought, quite correctly, that no one needs a simple exposition of a real fact. Any
exposition of a fact must be justified by the aim of this exposition. Apart from this,
it’s impossible to simply retell a fact or describe an event. It is possible to convey a
fact or to describe an event only in a certain relation.
In any retelling, in any description, it is always clear who is conveying a fact
and why. The expression “simple photography” implies the mechanical nature of the
photographic apparatus, which supposedly photographs blindly anything that gets in
front of its lens. A man is not supposed to become like this mechanical apparatus, but
must consciously and purposefully choose and retransmit facts and events. This is
indisputable. It is indisputable that a man cannot refrain from retelling facts from his
43.
Tynianov’s novel written in 1925 about Pushkin’s classmate and friend, a poet Vil’gel’m
Kiukhel’beker (1797–1846).
44.
Kuznetskii Most is a street in the center of Moscow.
45.
Brik probably means The Sixth Part of the World, released on December 31, 1927. It aroused controversy because of its perceived lyricism and the resulting lack of political muscle. Shortly after the film’s
release, Vertov was fired from Sovkino, allegedly because he spent too much money on its production and
worked without an officially approved plan and script. See Yuri Tsivian, ed., Lines of Resistance: Dziga Vertov
and the Twenties (Sacile/Pordenone: La Giornate de Cinema Muto, 2004), pp. 215–20 and 252–56.
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own personal point of view. It is indisputable that he cannot be a mechanical transmitter of facts and events. However, it is absolutely wrong to conclude therefore that
a man must modify facts and events in his own way.
The theory of creativity elaborated by the bourgeois intelligentsia and
“fine-tuned in a Marxist manner” by Voronsky and Polonsky says that the main
task of creativity is to convey facts and events “transformed through the prism of
the soul of the artist.”46 In other words, the tendency and directive necessary for
the conveyance of facts and events is to be found in the individual qualities and
opinions of a particular artist. The artistic individual in question is presumed to
be so valuable in himself that tasks of external origin cannot and must not make
him consider facts and events from a different point of view. The supposition is
that a man who writes so-called works of art (poems, stories, dramas) doesn’t have
to think about facts and events from a common point of view accepted by others.
Of course, both Voronsky and Polonsky know that the individual in question, with all his peculiarities and points of view, somehow is linked to a certain
class and that in this consists the “Marxist” treatment of bourgeois theory. Both
Voronsky and Polonsky, however, consider it unthinkable to threaten the artistic
individual in question, to strip him of his “uniqueness,” and pull him into the cultural work of a different class. Voronsky and Polonsky strongly respect this sum of
individual peculiarities and “unique qualities,” thinking that if this whole is
destroyed, then some artistic center will also perish. Essenin’s friends did not want
to cure him of his heavy drinking, because they feared that if he felt better, he
would stop writing poetry.47
Due to a completely false understanding of the character of artistic work,
due to the boundless overvaluation of the importance of the so-called creative personality, Voronsky and Polonsky halted the natural transition of senior literary masters to the performance of new cultural tasks. Had Voronsky and Polonsky attended
less to those they deemed creative individuals, had they expended less energy in the
admiration of their artistic splendor, had they more frequently indicated the necessary transition to other forms of literary production, our Soviet literature would
have acquired work that was far more needed and of much greater interest.
However, the harmful influence of Voronsky and Polonsky is not limited to
stopping the natural process of senior literary workers’ transition to the new tasks.
This influence is harmful to the new, young literary forces as well. Having read
Voronsky and Polonsky, every new, beginning writer tries, first of all, to become a
“creative personality.” He understands that having received this honorary title, he
acquires the right to write about anything in any way he wants, without regard for any
tasks “from the outside.”
46.
Aleksandr Konstantinovich Voronsky (1884–1937) was an editor of the journal Krasnaia Nov’
(Red virgin soil), an opponent of RAPP and a supporter of the intelligentsia’s increased role in Soviet literature. Viacheslav Pavlovich Polonsky (1886–1932), a Bolshevik, was a member of the Literary Department
of Narkompros, editor of the journal Pechat’ i revoliutsiia (Print and revolution; 1921–1929)
47.
Sergei Aleksandrovich Esenin (1895-1925) was a Russian lyrical poet, known for wild behavior and a proclivity for alcohol. He died, a suicide.
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The young writer knows that if he worked in a newspaper or a journal, he
couldn’t flaunt his creative personality fully; he’d have to run around and write what
the editorial office told him. He would have to write about what’s needed and important today, needed and important for a reader, needed and important for the process
of our culture’s construction. He also knows that no matter how many interesting
facts he would gather, or how many good essays he would write, neither Voronsky nor
Polonsky would write a single article about him. They would not announce to the
world the appearance of a new creative personality and hand him a mandate for the
“free” expression of his creative potential. And the same young writer knows very well
too that he would have only to write a dozen or two bad verses or a couple of
mediocre stories to be immediately discussed as a new creative personality.
It doesn’t matter if he’s cursed or praised. It is important that articles on
him begin with the words: “The artistic path of the new writer X is marked . . . ”
etc.—and then invariably, there would follow further flattering or unflattering
comparisons of this new young writer with Tolstoy and Dostoevsky, indicating what
he has in common with them and what he doesn’t. He would thereby receive the
mandate for his creative personality. He can quarrel with publications, lawfully
pass from the House of the Press to the House of Herzen, borrow money, and
then, sitting in his lair, think up “free” rhymes and “generalized” symbols. And
some time later, could come complaints about the censor’s strictness and, sitting
in a beer hall, he can write letters to Gorky about how difficult it is for a writer to
truly realize himself in Soviet Russia.
We, the members of Lef, together with the leaders of VAPP, have fought
this plague of individualism. We have tried, with all possible forms of persuasion,
to prove to the steering committees and to young writers that the path laid out by
Voronsky and Polonsky means disaster for Soviet literature. It looks as though we
have succeeded in this regard.
Now, however, as members of Lef, we’re bewildered to notice that VAPP’s
leaders have begun to repeat Voronsky’s and Polonsky’s words—little by little for the
present, and with reservations. Proof is to be seen in their speeches at the VAPP’s last
conference, published as “The Creative Paths of Proletarian Literature.” We of Lef
continue to advance our old theses. We continue our fight against individualized creative writing and for practical literature centered in newspapers and periodicals. We
believe that the move of VAPP leaders to Voronsky and Polonsky’s position threatens
to redirect proletarian writing youth to a pernicious path. These new ideas of VAPP
reveal their bourgeois essence, their emphasis on the individual, their repetition of
Voronsky and Polonsky’s error, and our attack will be vigorous.
Novyi Lef 2 (1928), pp. 12–14
—Translated from Russian by Natasha Kurchanova

